


TRADITIONAL MONTERIA IN SPAIN

The traditional driven hunt known as Monteria is one of the most exciting hunts you can
find in Spain. On this very special hunt you are hunting Red Stags, Fallow Stags, Mouflon,
Wild Boars and Hinds. A number of "rehalas" (packs of hounds – sometimes up to 300)
along with their respective "rehaleros" (unarmed beaters) are chasing the game in front
of the waiting guns. Hunters are positioned on stands or peaks where they can cover
some huge areas. Shooting distance is between 50-200 m. 

NOVEMBER // DECEMBER - SMALLER GROUPS

EL BUJARDO, 1 day, located at 15 minutes driving distance from Las Majadillas.
Fenced area 300 ha. Group: minimum 8 - maximum 14 hunters.
Quota for the group: 75 pieces between wild boars and/or stags (few); plus unlimited
hinds (10 to 20 ); about 20% trophy boar.
Price per group: 59.500€ + VAT 

LOS CARRIZOS, 1 day, located 50 minutes driving distance from Las Majadillas. 
Fenced area of 250 ha. Group: minimum 8 - maximum 12 hunters.
Quota for the group: OPEN; real expectation 40 males between stags, wild boars, fallow
and mouflons (low quality trophies), plus 30 females. 
Price per group; 35.000€ + VAT

EL RINCON, 1 day, located 45 minutes driving distance from Las Majadillas. 
Fenced area of 280 ha. Group: minimum 8 - maximum 10 hunters.
Quota for the group: 60 wild boars - about 25% trophy boar.
Price per group: 51.000€ + VAT

FINCA VALERIA, 2 days, located at 15 minutes driving distance from Ciudad Real. 
Open area of 1.000 ha. Group: minimum 12 - maximum 15 hunters.
Individual quota per hunter for 2 days: up to 8 stags, up to 16 hinds, plus unlimited wild
boars (apron 20/25), high average quality.
Price for each peg: 7.900€ + VAT.
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TRADITIONAL MONTERIA IN SPAIN

JANUARY // FEBRUARY - LARGER GROUPS

LA ALCOLEA  1 or 2 days, located 1 hour Southwest from Seville.
Open estate over 1.500 ha. Group: minimum 15 maximum 24 hunters.
Individual quota per hunter/day: 2 stags, 3 hinds and no limit wild boars. Low quality
trophies. Price per hunter per day: 2.200€ + VAT

LA ENCINITA  1 day, located 45 minutes Southwest from Seville.
Open estate of 3,500 ha. Group: Minimum 18 maximum 24 hunters.
Individual quota per hunter/day: 2 males, 3 females, and unlimited wild boars; available
males of stags, fallow or mouflon. Average trophy quality. 
Price per hunter: 2.400€ + VAT.

LA CARRASQUILLA  2 days, located 50 minutes from Córdoba.
Large estate of 2.000 ha. Group: minimum 20 - maximum 22 hunters
Quota for the group: 150 stags, 200 hinds, unlimited mouflons & fallow deer, unlimited
females. Average trophy quality. 
Price per group: 182.000€ + VAT 

MONTERIA PRICE INCLUDE:
All hunting organisation costs with meals, supervision of our team and selection of all
pegs to ensure 100% safety hunting - One guide/helper for each peg - Group transfers
from nearest airport and each day to the hunting area and back to lodge or hotel
selected - Hunting license and mandatory insurance for each hunter - Field preparation
of the trophy. 

EXCLUDED FROM MONTERIA PRICES: 
Extra game hunted or wounded by the group or by each individual over the given quota
whenever estate allows so - Extra transportation between several of the given Monterias,
or combination with a driven partridge shooting - Rifle rental with ammunition
(available Blaser R8 with Zeiss scopes), per day 200€ per hunter - Accommodation,
diners and personal expenses at any selected hotel not expressed on each Monteria -
Tips to helpers and staff, taxidermy service and international transportation. 

TERMS & CONDITIONS
At the time of booking, a 50% deposit is required to confirm dates. Balance shall be paid
90 days before the shooting or upon arrival, if previously agreed. 
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